We consider the variation of the strange quark-chemical potential in the phase diagramme of nuclear matter, employing the order parameters and mass-scaled partition functions in each domain and enforcing flavour conservation. Assuming the region beyond the hadronic phase to be described by massive, correlated and interacting quarks, in the spirit of lattice and N−J-L calculations, we find the strange quark-chemical potential to attain large negative values in this domain. We propose that this change in the sign of the strange quarkchemical potential, from positive in the hadronic phase to negative in the partonic, to be a unique, concise and well-defined indication of the quark-deconfinement phase transition in nuclear matter. We propose also that, for a chemically equilibrated state in the deconfined region, which follows an isentropic expansion to hadronization via a second order phase transition, the fugacities of the equilibrated quark flavours, once fixed in the primordial state, remain constant throughout the hadronization process.
Introduction
It is generally expected that ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions will provide the basis for strong interaction thermodynamics, which will lead to new physics. Quantum
Chromodynamics for massless quarks free of dimensional scales contain the intrinsic potential for the spontaneous generation of two scales: one for the confinement force, coupling quarks to form hadrons and one for the chiral force, binding the collective excitations to Goldstone bosons. In thermodynamics, these two scales lead to two possible consecutive phase transitions, deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration, characterized by corresponding critical temperatures: T d and T χ , [1] . At temperatures above T d , hadrons dissolve into quarks and gluons, whereas at T χ , chiral symmetry is fully restored and quarks become massless (current-mass),
forming the ideal Quark -Gluon Plasma (QGP). A priori it is not evident that both nonpertubative transitions have to take place at the same temperature. At finite net baryon number density, T d < T χ would correspond to a regime of unbound, massive, correlated and interacting, 'constituent-like' quarks [2] , as they appear in the additive quark model for hadron-hadron and hadron-lepton interactions [3] . Thus, the consecutive appearance of these two transitions, deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration, forms an intermediate region on the phase diagramme, the Deconfined Quark Matter (DQM), in-between the Hadron Gas (HG) and the ideal QGP domains. Therefore, we define a QCD phase diagramme of strongly interacting matter at finite baryon number density with three regions: HG -DQM -QGP [4] [5] [6] .
The necessity for such an intermediate region with massive quarks and gluons is conjectured also from recent lattice calculations [7] , which show that ε(2T d Such a 3-state phase diagramme could be described by the variation of thermodynamic quantities from one region to the other. The task is to establish a well-defined quantity, which changes concisely (and measurably) as nuclear matter changes phases, thus indicating deconfinement and / or chiral symmetry restoration. If this quantity can be expressed in functional form of other thermodynamic parameters within an Equation of State (EoS), one may then describe its variation throughout the phase diagramme. We propose and show that the equilibrated strange quark-chemical potential of the strongly interacting system is the sought-for thermodynamic quantity. A similar suggestion was put forth earlier [5] , but confident experimental data to substantiate it were not available at the time.
In sections 2, 3 and 4 we discuss the partition functions in the HG, ideal QGP and DQM phases for the strange hadron sector, respectively. Taking into account in an approximate way the dynamics of the DQM phase, we construct an empirical Equation of State for this domain.
We employ it, together with the known EoS of the HG and QGP phases, to obtain the strange quark-chemical potentials in functional form of the variables temperature and light quarkchemical potential throughout the phase diagramme, µ s = f(T,µ q ). With this relation we study the variation of µ s in the 3-region phase diagramme, attributing the changes in the sign and magnitude of the strange quark-chemical potentials to the changes of phase of nuclear matter.
In section 5 we summarize several thermal model analyses of experimental particle yield data from nucleus-nucleus interactions at AGS and SPS. Among the latter, the S+A interactions these results with our proposal. In section 6 we predict the values for certain strange particle ratios and suggest experiments at lower energies at RHIC, where the baryon number density is finite. Finally, in section 7 we discuss our proposals and come to conclusions whether the S+A and Pb+Pb interactions at the SPS have entered the deconfined phase.
Hadron Gas phase
In the HG phase, the mass spectrum is given by the partition function, lnZ HG , in the Boltzmann approximation. We assume that the hadronic state has attained thermal and chemical equilibration of three quark flavors (u,d,s):
The one particle Boltzmann partition function Z k is given by
The fugacity λ i k controls the quark content of the k-hadron; i = s, b for strangeness and baryon number, λ b = λ q 3 = exp(3µ q /T), respectively. The summation in Eq. (2) 
Strangeness neutrality in strong interactions necessitates: which reduces to This is an important condition as it defines the relation between light-and strange-quark fugacities in the equilibrated primordial state. Eq. (4) can be used to derive the true (transverseflow independent) temperature of the state, once the fugacities λ q and λ s are known from experimental strange particle yield ratios [4] .
In the HG phase with finite net baryon number density, the chemical potentials µ q and µ s are coupled through the production of strange hadrons. Due to this coupling, strangeness conservation does not necessitate µ s = 0 everywhere in this phase. In fact, µ s > 0 in the hadronic domain. The condition µ s = 0 requires λ s = λ s -1 = 1, and Eq. (4) becomes [8] ,
The first factor gives the curve µ q as a function of T in the phase diagramme along which µ s = 0:
A more elegant and concise formalism describing the HG phase is the Strangenessincluding Statistical Bootstrap model (SSBM) [9] . It includes the hadronic interactions through the mass spectrum of all hadron species, in contrast to all other ideal hadron gas formalisms. The SSBM is valid and applicable only within the hadronic phase, defining in a determined way the limits of this phase. The boundary of the hadronic domain is given by the projection on the 2-dimentional (T,μ q ) phase diagramme of the intersection of the 3-dimentional bootstrap surface [ ] 
DQM Phase
In formulating our description beyond the hadronic phase, we use the following picture:
The thermally and chemically equilibrated primordial state with finite baryon number density, produced in nucleus-nucleus interactions, consists of the deconfined valance quarks of the participant nucleons, as well as of q-q pairs (q=u,d,s), created by quark and gluon interactions.
Beyond but near the HG boundary, T > T d , the correlation-interaction between q-q is near maximum, α s (T) ≤ 1, a prelude to confinement into hadrons upon hadronization. With increasing To construct the empirical EoS in the DQM phase, we use the two order parameters (for details see Appendix A):
describing the quark deconfinement and subsequent colour mobility, F q being the free quark energy.
(b) The scalar quark density,
of the quark mass with temperature.
We assume that above T d the deconfined quarks retain a degree of correlation, resembling "hadron-like" states, since 1 > α s > 0. The diminishing of this correlation-interaction, as a result of progressive increase of colour mobility, is approximated by the factor:
in the DQM region, the temperature dependence of the running coupling constant [10] . To account for the ''effective mass'' of the state as a function of temperature, we assume the mass of the quarks to decrease from the constituent value and reach the current-mass as T → T χ . The quark mass scales with temperature as: 
where m i is the hadron mass in the hadronic phase and m i o is equal to the sum of the hadron's In the EOS, the former scaling is employed in the mass-scaled partition function
whereas the latter in the mass-scaled partition function * ln HG Z , which accounts for the produced hadron species. Note that this mass-scaling is effectively equivalent to the one given in the Nambu − Jona-Lasinio (N−J-L) formalism [11] (see Appendix A).
Employing the described dynamics, we construct the empirical EoS of the DQM phase:
The factor [1-R d (T)] describes the weakening of the correlation-interaction of the deconfined quarks constituting the "hadron-like" entities and * ln HG Z gives the mass-scaling of these entities with increasing temperature. In the second term, the factor R d (T) defines the rate of colour mobility, whereas * ln QGP Z represents the state as it approaches the QGP region. Thus, at T = T d , the EoS of the DQM region goes over to the corresponding in the HG phase and at T ~ T χ , to the EoS in the ideal QGP region. In this calculation we have taken T χ = 3.5T d .
Strangeness neutrality in the DQM phase leads to: MeV at μ q ~ 80 MeV, as given by the SSBM hadronic phase boundary [18] . We observe that: 
Experimental Data
Data from nucleus-nucleus interactions, obtained by experiments E802 [14] at AGS and NA35 [15] , NA49 [16] at SPS have been analyzed in terms of several statistical-thermal models:
the Strangeness-including Statistical Bootstrap Model, SSBM [9, [17] [18] [19] [20] and others employing the canonical and grand-canonical formalisms [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Table 1 summarizes the results of these analyses, from which the quantities T, μ q and μ s have been deduced. Fig. 3 In contrast to other thermal-statistical models, the Statistical Bootstrap Model (SBM) of
Hagedorn [27] incorporates the hadronic interactions in the EoS through the bootstrap equation and thus gives, in a definitive way, the limits of the hadronic phase as a result of the branch point of this equation. The development of the SBM with the inclusion of Strangeness (SSBM) [9, [17] [18] [19] has been employed in the analysis of nucleus-nucleus interactions at the SPS. The SSBM analysis for the S+S interaction [18] has shown that this equilibrated state is situated mostly (75%) outside the hadronic phase, whereas in the case of S+Ag [19] , it is just on the deconfinement line. In addition, the calculations have pointed out a large (~30%) entropy enhancement of the experimental data compared to the model for both systems, an effect observed also by other calculations [21] [22] [23] . This enhancement may be attributed to contributions from the DQM phase with many liberated new partonic degrees of freedom. The fact that beyond the HG phase the deconfined quarks retain a degree of correlation resembling "hadron-like" states, allows the thermal models [21] [22] [23] to describe the state adequately using a hadron gas EoS. These models do not sense the HG phase limit and treat the deconfined state as consisting of colourless hadrons. This may not lead to erroneous results for a domain in the phase diagramme not too far away from the deconfinement line.
For the Pb+Pb interaction, the SSBM analysis [20] has shown the system to be located well within the hadronic phase. In addition, thermal model calculations [20, 24] find no entropy enhancement for this interaction. These results are corroborating the observation of positive strange quark-chemical potential for the Pb+Pb and negative for the S+A interactions, positioning the former within and the latter beyond the HG phase, in the DQM domain. Fig. 4 shows the phase diagramme with the SSBM maximally extended 1 deconfinement line and the location (T, μ q mean value) of several interactions, Table 1 . Observe that the sulfur-induced interactions at 200 AGeV, having negative μ s , are situated beyond the deconfinement line, whereas all others with positive μ s are located well within the hadronic phase.
Predictions for particle yield ratios at RHIC
New data obtained at RHIC with the Au+Au interaction at √s = 130 AGeV (see a compilation of data in [28] ) show that at midrapidity the light quark fugacity is λ q = 1.08, indicating very small quark-chemical potential. This has an effect on the strange quark-chemical potential, making it very small and close to zero throughout the 3-region phase diagramme. In such case of minimal net baryon density, our model cannot be applied. We have, therefore, calculated the particle yield ratios Ω + /Ω − and Ξ + /Ξ − for a finite baryon density region, obtained in Au+Au interactions at √s = 20 -90 AGeV. The quantities needed for these calculations (μ q /T and T) were obtained by fitting all available corresponding values, obtained for equilibrated 1 The maximally extended HG phase limit is defined for T 0 (μ q =0)~183 MeV, which is the maximum temperature for non-negative μ s in the HG domain. Recent lattice QCD calculations give T 0 ~175 MeV for 2+1 quark flavours [7] .
states in nucleus-nucleus collisions from SIS to SPS energies [24, 25] and extrapolating to RHIC energies. The data were fitted as a function of (√s/participant). Table 2 contains the extrapolated values for T and μ q /T, corresponding to equilibrated primordial states (not chemical freeze out), as well as predictions of our empirical EoS for μ s /T and for the two particle ratios. Fig. 5 shows the predicted particle ratios and the maximum values of the ratios in the case μ s does not become negative (μ s =0).
Note that negative μ s means the particle yield ratio Ω + /Ω − = exp(-6μ s /T) becomes larger than unity. We find, within the error of the extrapolation, that at about √s = 50 AGeV both ratios attain their largest values ~ (2.5 -5) and ~ (1 -1.5) for Ω + /Ω − and Ξ + /Ξ − , respectively, compared to the maximum value of 1 and 0.55 for the case μ s = 0, respectively.
Summary and Discussion
We have shown that the existence of an intermediate region of deconfined, massive and correlated quarks, in-between the hadronic and ideal quark-gluon phases, is realistic and necessary to explain some first experimental observations and theoretical conjectures. We have corresponds to a colour insulator (hadron gas state), whereas μ s < 0 to a colour (super)conductor (deconfined parton state).
An important argument of this work is that the light and strange quark fugacities, λ q , λ s and the temperature are attributed to the equilibrated primordial state, to which Eq's (1,10) refer.
Only in this case one would expect for a state in the deconfined phase to observe negative strange quark-chemical potential and temperatures in excess of those corresponding to deconfinement. This appears at first as 'impossible', since hadronization always takes place on the deconfinement-hadronization line, separating the HG phase from the DQM one and, therefore, these quantities should attain values only on this line. That is, always μ s = 0, and for the sulfur-induced interactions, for example, which have μ q ~ 80 MeV, a temperature T ~ 176
MeV [18, 19] .
To overcome this apparent difficulty, we propose that the conservation of fugacities λ i (i=u,d,s), is a characteristic property of strong interactions and thermodynamic equilibration in general, affecting thermally and chemically equilibrated states throughout the phase diagramme.
That is, the quark number densities n i (i=u,d,s) and hence λ i , since n i ~ λ i , once fixed in a chemically equilibrated primordial state, are constants of the entire sequent evolution process. 
Order parameters and the phase diagramme
Since an empirical partition function for the DQM phase is used, Eq. 
Order parameters and the effective quark masses
The parameter R χ (T) is included in the expressions of the effective quark and hadron 
